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Abstract—Microsoft Common Objects in Context (COCO) is a huge image dataset that has 

over 300 k images belonging to more than ninety-one classes. COCO has valuable 

information in the field of detection, segmentation, classification, and tagging; but the 

COCO dataset suffers from being unorganized, and classes in COCO interfere with each 

other. Dealing with it gives very low and unsatisfying results whether when calculating 

accuracy or intersection over the union in classification and segmentation algorithms. A 

simple method is proposed to create a customized subset from the COCO dataset by 

determining the class or class numbers. The suggested method is very useful as 

preprocessing step for any detection or segmentation algorithms such as YOLO, SSPNET, 

RCNN, etc. The proposed method was validated using the link net architecture for semantic 

segmentation. The results after applying the preprocessing were presented and compared 

to the state of art methods. The comparison demonstrates the exceptional effectiveness of 

transfer learning with our preprocessing model.   

Index Terms— COCO JSON files, Object detection, object tracking, semantic segmentation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Microsoft COCO (Microsoft Common Objects in Context) is a comprehensive image dataset of 

ordinary scenarios, including typical things in their natural settings. The dataset includes images of 91 

items. COCO has 328,000 pictures of people and common objects. COCO data set was adopted by 

many researchers within the machine learning field [1] [2]. A study by Sharma [3] investigates the 

information measure Shannon's to classify images that use deep learning and machine learning methods, 

the COCO dataset deployed for training the system. COCO is also used within Object detection [4-6], 

Wang [7] uses a large batch optimization framework for object detection called LargeDet, that 

successfully scales the batch size to 1056 with a ResNet50 backbone.  

Besides captioning by natural language descriptions for each image, more than 200 000 key points 

for people photos including the right eye, nose, and left hip[8], moreover; segmentations by creating 

pixels maps of the 91 different types of amorphous, and panoptic involves full scene segmentation` [9] 

[10]. COCO is a huge image dataset that provides valuable information in the field of detection [11] 

[12], segmentation, classification, and tagging; Metadata in form of JSON file format is provided with 

the COCO dataset that has information about image classification as shown in the Fig. (1-a), object 

detection clarified by Fig. (1-b), semantic segmentation metadata shown in Fig. (1-c) and (1-d); but it 

suffers from inorganizing [13] [14]. All classes in COCO have interfered with each other as shown in 

the Fig. 2. It's difficult to use COCO within a specific domain unless creating a customized subset from 

it. In this research suggests a simple method for mining COCO and build a customized dataset according 

to each researcher's interest. The paper is organized as follows: section II presents the suggested method 

for mining the COCO dataset. Section III has the results after applying the segmentation algorithm for 

the customized-created dataset. Section IV has the discussion part.  
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FIG. 1. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION FOR METADATA INFORMATION COMBINED WITH EACH IMAGE: 

(1-A) IMAGE CLASSIFICATION METADATA, (1-B) OBJECT DETECTION METADATA (1-C, D) SEMANTIC 

SEGMENTATION METADATA. 

 

FIG. 2. SAMPLES FROM COCO SHOW THE INTERFERED CLASSES. 

II. METHOD 

The COCO dataset is combined with metadata as a nested dictionary in JSON format to supply 

information[15] about the dataset [16] [17]. The nested dictionary is composed of five sub-dictionaries 

that contain details about the dataset: such as info, licenses, images, annotations, and categories sub-

dictionaries[18]. The info sub-dictionary has a general description of the dataset such as the year of 

uploading the image, contributor, and URL. The licenses sub-dictionary supplies details to allow using 

the dataset[19]. The licenses include the URL, id, and name of the dataset. Both the info and licenses 

section do not contribute to mining the COCO dataset or creating customized ones. The category sub-

dictionary has the following keys: ‘super category’, ‘id’, and ‘name’, the sub-dictionary is indexed with 

the ‘id’ key. A tabular representation of the sub dictionaries is shown in Fig. 3.  
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FIG. 3. TABULAR REPRESENTATION FOR SUB DICTIONARIES COMBINED WITH COCOA. 

The first step to constructing a customized subset from COCO is creating a ‘desired classes’ list 

from the category sub-dictionary with over 91 different classes. For example, if the desired classes 

were: person, bicycle, or car that have the id numbers 1, 2, and 3 the desired list will have the numbers 

1, 2, 3 or any combination for the desired classes numbers. Then create a new dictionary called ‘desired 

class’s that holds only the three desired classes as shown below: 

{supercategory': 'person', 'id': 1, 'name': 'person'}, 

{'supercategory': 'vehicle', 'id': 2, 'name': 'bicycle'}, 

{'supercategory': 'vehicle', 'id': 3, 'name': 'car'} 

A list of all object annotations is provided in the annotations sub-dictionary. If several 

objects of the same type are included in the image, it will be shown by the crowded field in 
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 this sub-dictionary. The bounding box coordinates are provided via the ‘bbboxfield. The 

‘category id’ parameter shows the category under which this object was placed. Here is an 

example of an annotation sub dictionary  

{"segmentation":[[291.11,375.9,291.66,373.18,...]],"area":505.7744000000001,"iscrowd":0

,"image_id":500663,"bbox": [288.39,353.81,38.18,24.0],"category_id": 21,"id": 72296} 

Double Check the category id with the desired list and ‘id’ key in ‘desiredClass’ dictionary. If it 

was identical in both then create a new dictionary call it ‘annotation’ dictionary indexed by ‘Image_id’ 

this dictionary will have all the content of ‘desiredClass’ dictionary in addition to the bounding box, a 

few instances of the created ‘annotation’ dictionary are shown below: 

{'image_id':95999,'category_id':1,'supercategory':'person','name':'person','Bounding':[227,2

60, 397,82]} 

{'image_id':518850,'category_id':1,'supercategory':'person','name':'person','Bounding':[37,1

77, 232, 69]}, 

{'image_id':133680,'category_id':3,'supercategory':'vehicle','name':'car','Bounding':[56,109,

173.18, 122.66]}, 

{'image_id':2139,'category_id':2,'supercategory':'vehicle','name':'bicycle','Bounding':[80,4.7

9, 463.38 , 419.15]}, 

The images sub-dictionary provides raw image information such as width, height, and file name. 

For each image in the collection, in this step check if the key index of the created annotation dictionary 

is equal to the id provided with the images sub dictionary if so, then create a new dictionary indexed by 

the image file name and add all the content of annotation dictionary, the created dictionary will contain 

the image file name and the category in one dictionary as shown in the following instances: 

‘000000025758.jpg': {'image_id': 25758, 'category_id': 1,'supercategory': 'person', 'name': ‘person’, 

'Bounding': [114.34, 5.43, 205.48, 231.37]}, 

'000000015725.jpg': {'image_id': 15725,'category_id': 1,'supercategory': 'person','name': ‘person’, 

'Bounding': [127.28, 42.07, 377.53, 430.38]}, 

'000000188411.jpg': {'image_id': 188411,'category_id': 3,' supercategory': 'vehicle','name': 'car', 

‘Bounding’: [298.65, 345.56, 13.46, 5.12]}, 

'000000503569.jpg': {'image_id': 503569,'category_id': 2,'supercategory': 'vehicle','name': ‘bicycle’, 

'Bounding': [445.04, 209.69, 22.35, 20.19]}, 

This dictionary enables the process of creating a customized dataset with the desired 

classes instead of the dataset with interference classes. Examples of the customized-created 

dataset are shown in Fig. 4 (a, b, c, d) which presents a giraffe, bus, broccoli and Laptop 

customized-created datasets from COCO. A step-by-step mining process for the COCO 

dataset is described below by Algorithm 1. 
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FIG. 4. CUSTOMIZED CREATED DATASETS FROM COCO: (A) PRESENTS A GIRAFFE DATASET, (B) BUS DATASET, (C) BROCCOLI 

DATASET, (D) LAPTOP DATASET. 

Algorithm (1):  Mining COCO dataset algorithm 

Input: 90 class datasets 

Output: customized dataset with prespecified classes 

Begin 

Step1: set Coco ←   json file // Read json file (Nested Dictionary) 

Step2: set Coco[categories] ← Coco // Read Coco categories sub dictionary 

Step3: set desired_list ← list= [1,2, 3,….] // Create list with desired class id 

Step4:set category ←  dict() // initiate empty dictionary to put the desired extension of   the 

desired classes 
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 Step5: For all X Do, where {X key of Coco[categories]} // get the key of categories Sub 

dictionary 

          Set cat_id ← X[id] 

          Set cat_super ← X[supercategory] 

           Set cat_name ←    X[name] 

           If cat_id in desired_list then  

           category[cat_id]={id:cat_id,supercategory:cat_super,name:cat_name}//{add the required 

required  keys, values to the created dictionary}                                                                                                                                                               

            End if 

        End for 

Step6: set Coco[annotation]← Coco// Read Coco annotation sub dictionary 

Step7: set annot ← dict () // initiate empty dictionary  

Step8: For all J Do, Where {J key of Coco[annotation]} 

         Set img_id ← J[image_id] 

         Set cat_id ← J[category_id] 

          If cat_id in desired_list then 

               For all I Do, Where I is counter from 0 to the length of category dictionary 

                     Set cat_ID ← category[I][id] 

                      If cat_id equal to cat_ID then 

                           Set cat_super=[I][supercategory] 

                           Set cat_name=[I][name]                            annot[img_id]{img_id: 

imgID,id:cat_id,supercategory:cat_super,name:cat_nam} 

                       End if 

                   End for 

             End if 

         End for 

Step9: set Coco[images]← Coco // Read Coco images sub dictionary 

Step10: set coco images← dict () // initiate empty dictionary 

Step11: For all Z Do, Where Z is the key for sub dictionary images in nested dictionary Coco 

              Set id← Z[id] 

              Set name← Z[filename] 

               For all X Do, Where X is the key of an not dictionary 

                      Set img_id← annot[X][img _id] 

                       If id==img_id Then 

                           Set cat_id← annot[X][category_id] 

                            Set cat_super← annot[X]['supercategory'] 

                            Set cat_name ← annot[X][name] 

                            coco_images[name]={'image_id':img_Id, 'category_id' :cat_id,      

'supercategory': cat _super ,'name':cat_name}      

                           End if  

                     End For 

             End For                         

End                                      

  

 A customized subset created from the previous steps was used in the encoder-decoder 

architecture LinkNet for instance segmentation. The preparation of the data set for the 

training stage is as follows: 
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 1. Read the images and resize them to a fixed size as the image in the dataset has a 

different size. all the images were resized to (128 × 128) 

2. Read ground truth masks associated with each image and resize it to (128 × 128) 

3. Get the number of classes for each image by counting the number of unique values in 

ground truth images 

4. ground truth images are labelled with numbers representing unique color values for 

each label starting from 0 to 255 Ground truth images should be converted to a 

categorical array with the following dimensions (m,h,w,n) where m is the number of 

images, h,w is the height and width of ground truth image, and n is the number of 

classes since the creation of such array requires huge storage size hence the ground 

truth images values should be started from 0,1,2,3, etc. using the following 

procedure: 

Algorithm 2 Convert Ground truth images to arrays starting from 0,1,2... 

Input: Ground Truth images  

Output: Ground Truth images start from 0 

Begin 

Step1: set c ← (1 × n) // where n is the number of classes in dataset 

Step 2: train_cat ← [ ] // initiate an empty list 

Step 3: for all X Do // where X is ground truth images 

           Read X 

            For all I Do // where I is the ground truth image height 

                   For all J Do // where j is the width of ground truth images 

                                For all K Do // where k is counter for c array 

                                       If x[I][j] equal to c[0][k] then  

                                           Set X[I][j] ← k 

                                       End if 

                                End for 

                         End for 

                   End for 

            Add X to train_cat list 

           End for 

End 

  

5. The dataset is divided into a training set (80%) and a validation set (20%). The 

ResNet50 architecture is used as a base to train our data. The plan is to fine-tune the 

higher layers of the pre-trained model to our domain while freezing the lower layers 

of the model that can capture general information. Additionally, the last layer is 

redefined to provide 8 values one for each class. Utilized the SGD optimizer with 

weight decay Eq.1[20] 

𝑤 = 𝑤 − 𝜇. ∇𝐸(𝑤; 𝑥(𝑖: 𝑖 + 𝑛); 𝑦(𝑖: 𝑖 + 𝑛))                          (1) 

 

Where ∇E(w) is the error gradient concerning weight w and µ is the learning rate that defines the step 

size to take along the gradient. The learning rate value that gets the model to converge to the global 

minimum was 0.0001. The fine-tuned model run SGD for 30k with 32 batch iterations  
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 III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The proposed method for mining the COCO dataset was tested as a preprocessing step to enhance 

the performance of instance segmentation algorithms. The validation for Intersection over Union (IoU)  

Eq.2 [21] was used as the first metric to calculate the overlapped area. The result of IoU is shown in 

Fig. 5. The loss was considered as the second metric Eq.3 [22] 

𝐼𝑂𝑈 =
1

𝑁
 ∑

𝑦𝑖yˆ𝑖 

𝑦𝑖 + yˆ𝑖 – 𝑦𝑖yˆ𝑖

𝑁
𝑖=1                                                        (2) 

 

𝐻(𝑦) = − ∑ 𝑦𝑖 
` 𝐿𝑜𝑔(𝑦𝑖)𝑖                                                           (3) 

 

where 𝑦𝑖 is a binary value (label) of the corresponding pixel i and yˆ𝑖  is predicted probability for the 

pixel. IoU is used to get the value of the predicted boundary overlaps with the ground truth (the real 

object boundary). Fig. 6 shows the results of the proposed method using loss metric. A side-by-side 

comparison of our proposed method with the most recent methods. The results are compared to the state 

of art methods and show significant enhancement as shown in Table I. Puri et al. [18] use a 

convolutional neural network and offers a better foundation for pixel-level tasks, the best experimental 

results of segmented COCO was 50% over IoU metric. There is considerably enhanced segmentation 

performance where the IoU value exceeds 80% for the proposed method as for other methods like 

MaskFormer [21] which provides a novel method for semantic segmentation based on mask 

classification rather than the conventional per-pixel classification the IoU was 37.1%. The comparison 

demonstrates the exceptional effectiveness of transfer learning with our preprocessing model.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG. 5. THE RESULT OF INTERSECTION OVER UNION FOR SEGMENTATION USING CUSTOMIZED-

CREATED SUBSET FROM COCO. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG. 6. THE RESULT OF SEGMENTATION USING CUSTOMIZED CREATED SUBSET FROM COCO USING LOSS METRIC. 
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 TABLE I IOU COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED METHOD AND COMMON STATE OF ART METHODS 

` IoU 

Puri et al. [18] 50.0 

MaskFormer [21] 37.1 

Proposed method 89.6 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The existence of labelled datasets is crucial for training deep learning algorithms. COCO dataset 

is a rich dataset with various classes such as cat, dog, horse, cow, elephant, bear, motorcycle car 

airplane, traffic light, fire hydrant, stop signs, parking meters, trucks, boats, etc. Thousands of indoor 

and outdoor images but it suffers from interferences and unorganized classes. A simple method was 

proposed to automatically create a database dedicated to any researcher according to the nature of their 

work. The method is based on isolating the interfered classes by creating a dictionary containing the 

image number and the class number corresponding to a predefined category.  The model shows strong 

performance improvement on pertinent tasks with little data and computation. 
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